ANIMAL RIGHTS VS BABYRIGHTS
I

n 2007, Michael Vick, the NFL quarterback, was convicted of operating an illegal inter-state dog-ﬁghting ring
in Virginia. He pleaded guilty to hanging and drowning between 6-8 dogs—dogs that didn’t perform well.
He served 21 months in federal prison for his felonies. The animal rights activists were outraged by his crime.
Mr. Vick’s crime was atrocious. There is no doubt about that. No one has the right to torture, abuse and murder
any of God’s creatures. So, within that context, I ask: why is abortion still legal in this country? If the murder of
6-8 dogs warrants 21 months of prison time, then how come the murder of an innocent pre-born baby warrants
nothing? It is this double-standard that is sickening.

W

hen animals have more rights than babies, there is a problem. Animals are treated as
gods in America with their mobile grooming trucks,
organic food, in-house bathing stations,
clothing and full-service doggie day
care centers, million-dollar pet adoption
centers, stores devoted to pets, millions
in pet-adoption advertising. Meanwhile
babies continue being slaughtered in
every deathcamp across America. G.K.
Chesterton once said, “Wherever there is
animal worship there is human sacriﬁce.”
(The Uses of Diversity)

I

sit back and wonder: where are the
billboards against baby-abuse? Why
are pets treasured and Pre-Born children
ignored?It’s sad to me that there are more
pet-adoption centers, pet grooming stores
and mobile pet spas than there are crisis
pregnancy centers. It’s disgusting that a pet
can have a pedicure while babies are being
butchered on a daily basis.

I

t’s sad to me that there are more pet-adoption centers, pet grooming stores and mobile pet spas than there are
crisis pregnancy centers. It’s disgusting that a pet can have a pedicure while babies are being butchered on
a daily basis. When a stray dog is in the middle of the road, how many drivers actually try to hit the dog? No
one does. Not even atheist drivers try to hit the dog. Why? Because people know that life is valuable. It’s so
valuable that scientists still can’t create it in the laboratory. It’s so valuable that our technology can’t sustain life
indeﬁnitely (by medicine or machines). Now, if a dog is valuable–how much more valuable is the baby in the
womb? If drivers are willing to protect a stray dog from being killed, then why not protect the baby from the
abortionist’s knife?. That is the hypocrisy I see in society.

O

ne last thing to consider: how would the Pro-Choicers feel if a man started killing dogs and cats (stray
or not) because he felt that “birth control just wasn’t doing enough”? Wouldn’t that be sick? That’s what
abortion does. It says, birth control isn’t doing enough to stop the number of births a year, so we will offer a
fail-proof, turn-key solution that will bring the number of births down for sure.
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